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INTERNSHIP OFFER 

Customer Service Assistant 
Beijing, Shanghai- CHINA 

Home Company 

You will work in a 3 to 5 stars hotel, which wants to develop its relations with customers who are 

mainly foreigners, especially Europeans. Therefore trainees from European countries are sought. 

 Description  

EGE – EUROASIA GLOBAL EDUCATION recruits interns for international partners. 

Position: Customer Service Assistant 

Domain: Hospitality 

Place : Beijing-Shanghai and other cities 

Synopsis 

EUROASIA GLOBAL EDUCATION is currently seeking 15 people in the field of restoration in Beijing 

for a period of 4 to 12 months. 

Tasks 

In a team of Guests hosts/ Language Assistants, 

Your tasks will include: 

- Greet and receive clients 

- Answer to telephonic questions and take messages for members of the team 

- Reception and assistance to visitors 

- Active participation in marketing events and specific sales actions required by the managers. 

Required profile 

- Bachelor or Master student 

- Excellent sense of service and hospitality 

- Excellent proficiency in English 

- Autonomy and excellent presentation 

- Knowledge of the Chinese language is a plus 

- A similar 6 months experience is a plus 

Additional information 

- Internship convention is not mandatory  

- Duration of the internship: 4-12 months 

- Compensation: €300-400 / month, accommodation and meals 

- Prime of excellence at the end of the internship: €150 

- Training Course Included (3-4 hours) 

- Welcome Service and cultural activities 

- Starting date: asap, in 2015 

How to apply 

Please send the following documents by mail: 

CV and Cover Letter (in English) + 1 video clip of presentation in English (on Youtube Box) 

Send your application to the following address: rh@ege-france.com 

Our company 

EUROASIA GLOBAL EDUCATION is a company involved in International Education Support and 

specialized in student exchange programs between Europe and Asia. 

Our business is to organize international academic exchanges, internships abroad, language 

courses, designing cultural exchange programs to implement development policies and 

cooperation in the field of education. 


